Do you think it is cool to be shot. Or to be abused. Or to be bullied. If not keep on reading. Violence is when you can get hurt somehow, either physically or emotionally. Some people say emotions hurt just as much as physically. When I say physically I mean hit, punch, or shoot. When I say emotionally I mean feelings. Because of violence in my life and community, my daily life has changed by making me feel bad and plan to stop it by having community meetings. Also because violence causes dangerous things.

Violence affects my life in many different ways. Here are some of them. One is it makes me feel very bad about how many people get hurt. Not only physically but in emotions too. It gives you very low self-esteem. Another example is when it affects me fr.
from going outside because where I live it's very safe but not when I want to go out of my neighborhood where I don't really know where violence hits. Youth violence is caused by being bullied. If you are being bullied you have a very low self-esteem. You might tempt to kill yourself or to kill other people. Once my best friend got bullied and she wanted to drop out of school and fight the person that bullied her with could get her expelled from the school. Do you want this to happen to you?

You and I can do a lot of things to stop violence. I can help change violence by having a meeting with the community every week to see where the violence is. Another thing we can do to help our communities is try to persuade people to stop violence. We could also ban violent games especially for kids because kids
Look forward to video games.
Also don't let teenagers by guns unless they have a very good excuse.

There should be no youth violence because it makes us feel bad. We can stop it by less bullying. And because bullying leads to dangerous things. With these actions our lives are going to change by more people being happy. And for there to be less bullies to make us unhappy and for less people to be hurt or dead. Don't you think there should be less violence? Now, if you are a bully yourself or use guns or even play violent video games you should stop. Are you convinced yet?